A BILL FOR AN ACT

CONCERNING THE CREATION OF THE INNOVATIVE HOUSING INCENTIVE PROGRAM.

Bill Summary

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does not reflect any amendments that may be subsequently adopted. If this bill passes third reading in the house of introduction, a bill summary that applies to the reengrossed version of this bill will be available at http://leg.colorado.gov.)

The bill creates the innovative housing incentive program (program) within the office of economic development (office). A business located in Colorado that manufactures certain types of housing may apply for funding through the program. Funding may be awarded through grants for capital operating expenses and for incentives for units manufactured based on criteria established by the office, such as affordability, location...
where the unit is installed in the state, or meeting energy efficiency standards. Or, funding may be awarded through loans for the purpose of funding a manufacturing factory. The bill creates the innovative housing incentive program fund, requires a $40 million transfer to the fund, and continuously appropriates all money in the fund to the office to fund the program.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. In Colorado Revised Statutes, add 24-48.5-132 as follows:

24-48.5-132. Innovative housing incentive program - report - legislative declaration - definitions. (1) The general assembly finds and declares that:

(a) Colorado is experiencing a lack of affordable housing at critical levels. The state continues to attract new residents and jobs, but with this growth has come ever-increasing housing prices, placing unsustainable demands on our limited housing stock. These underlying issues have only been exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic.

(b) The general assembly approved House Bill 21-1329, enacted in 2021, which directed the executive committee of the legislative council to create a task force to meet during the 2021 interim and issue a report with recommendations to the general assembly and the governor on policies to create transformative changes in the area of housing;

(c) By subsequent executive committee resolution, the affordable housing transformational task force and subpanel (task force), made up of legislators, executive branch members, and nonlegislative members including industry experts, was
FORMED TO PROVIDE FUNDING AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS TO:

(I) Address the issue of affordable housing;

(II) Achieve the goals outlined by the committee that were developed in accordance with section 24-75-229 (6); and

(III) Support Coloradans and their housing needs; and

(d) The task force recommended that the General Assembly create a program to provide direct funding for innovative housing businesses through grants that reimburse operating expenses, incentives for per-unit development, and loans for factory development to further grow the innovative housing industry in the state and create jobs in the industry, to increase the supply of affordable housing units in the state, and to lower the cost of affordable housing for local governments and organizations.

(2) As used in this section, unless the context otherwise requires:

(a) "Coal transition community" has the same meaning as set forth in section 8-83-502 (1).

(b) "Division" means the division of housing created in section 24-32-704.

(c) "Fund" means the innovative housing incentive program fund created in subsection (5) of this section.

(d) "Innovative housing business" means a new or existing business in Colorado with five hundred or fewer employees that:

(I) Manufactures one or more manufactured homes, as defined in section 24-32-3302 (20); or
(II) "Manufactures housing in any other manner that the
office determines to be innovative and eligible for funding
including, but not limited to, prefabricated panelized
construction, which may include structural insulated panels or
insulating concrete forms, 3D-printed housing, kit homes
installed on a permanent foundation, or tiny homes installed on
a permanent foundation."

(e) "Office" means the Colorado office of economic
development created in section 24-48.5-101.

(f) "Program" means the innovative housing incentive
program created in subsection (3) of this section.

(g) (I) "Tiny home" means a structure that:
(A) Is permanently constructed on a vehicle chassis;
(B) Is designed for long-term residency;
(C) Includes electrical, mechanical, or plumbing services
that are fabricated, formed, or assembled at a location other
than the site of the completed home;
(D) Is not self-propelled; and
(E) Has a square footage of not more than four hundred
square feet.

(II) "Tiny home" does not include:
(A) A manufactured home;
(B) A recreational park trailer as defined in section
24-32-902 (8);
(C) A recreational vehicle as defined in section 24-32-902
(9);
(D) A semitrailer as defined in section 42-1-102 (89); or
(E) AN INTERMODAL SHIPPING CONTAINER.

(3) (a) THERE IS CREATED WITHIN THE OFFICE THE INNOVATIVE HOUSING INCENTIVE PROGRAM TO SUPPORT INNOVATIVE HOUSING BUSINESSES THROUGH FUNDING FROM GRANTS AND LOANS AND THE GROWTH OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING. THE OFFICE SHALL USE THE MONEY SPECIFIED IN SUBSECTION (5) OF THIS SECTION FOR THE PURPOSES SET FORTH IN SUBSECTIONS (3)(b) AND (4) OF THIS SECTION, IN ADDITION TO ANY RELATED ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES.

(b) IN ADDITION TO THE PROVISIONS SET FORTH IN SUBSECTION (4) OF THIS SECTION, THE OFFICE SHALL ESTABLISH A PROCESS FOR INNOVATIVE HOUSING BUSINESSES TO APPLY FOR A GRANT OR A LOAN UNDER THE PROGRAM, INCLUDING APPLICATION DEADLINES, THE INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED TO BE SUBMITTED TO THE OFFICE TO DEMONSTRATE ELIGIBILITY FOR A GRANT OR A LOAN, AND ANY OTHER REQUIREMENTS DETERMINED BY THE DIRECTOR OF THE OFFICE TO BE NECESSARY. THE OFFICE SHALL CONSULT WITH THE DIVISION, INDUSTRY EXPERTS, AND STAKEHOLDERS TO ESTABLISH THE PROCESS OUTLINED IN THIS SUBSECTION (3)(b). THE OFFICE MAY CONTRACT WITH ONE OR MORE THIRD PARTIES TO ADMINISTER THE PROGRAM.

(4) (a) THE OFFICE MAY AWARD GRANTS FOR OPERATING EXPENSES ON A BASIS OF NO MORE THAN TWENTY PERCENT OF DEMONSTRATED OPERATING EXPENDITURES AND IN AN AMOUNT NOT LESS THAN FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS; EXCEPT THAT, FOR AN INNOVATIVE HOUSING BUSINESS LOCATED IN A COAL TRANSITION COMMUNITY THE AMOUNT SHALL BE NOT LESS THAN SEVENTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS. THE OFFICE MAY CONSULT WITH THE DIVISION, INDUSTRY EXPERTS, AND STAKEHOLDERS TO CONSIDER OTHER AREAS WARRANTING AN AMOUNT
NOT LESS THAN SEVENTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO CONCENTRATED AREAS WITH LIMITED ECONOMIC
OPPORTUNITY AND INADEQUATE OR POOR-QUALITY HOUSING. GRANTS
AWARDED FOR OPERATING EXPENSES MAY BE USED FOR OPERATING
EXPENSES INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PAYROLL, INVENTORY, OR
MATERIALS.

(b)(I) EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN SUBSECTION (4)(b)(III)
OF THIS SECTION, THE OFFICE MAY AWARD GRANTS FOR
PERFORMANCE-BASED, PER-UNIT INCENTIVES FOR UNITS MANUFACTURED
BY AN INNOVATIVE HOUSING BUSINESS AND INSTALLED IN COLORADO.
GRANTS FOR PERFORMANCE-BASED, PER-UNIT INCENTIVES MAY BE USED
DIRECTLY BY THE INNOVATIVE HOUSING BUSINESS OR MAY BE PASSED ON
TO ANY SUPPLY CHAIN PARTICIPANT AS A REDUCED COST OR BENEFIT FOR
THAT PARTICIPANT.

(II) THE OFFICE SHALL ESTABLISH THE INCENTIVES FOR WHICH A
UNIT MANUFACTURED BY AN INNOVATIVE HOUSING BUSINESS MAY
QUALIFY, WHICH MAY VARY, AND MAY INCLUDE AS CONSIDERATION FOR
A BASE INCENTIVE DIFFERENT LEVELS OF AFFORDABILITY TO THE END
USER, WITH ADDITIONAL CUMULATIVE INCENTIVES FOR INSTALLATION IN
CERTAIN AREAS OF THE STATE AS IDENTIFIED BY THE OFFICE, RESILIENCY
CRITERIA, COMPLIANCE WITH INTERNATIONAL ENERGY CONSERVATION
CODE REQUIREMENTS, OR ENERGY EFFICIENCY SUCH AS PRE-WIRING FOR
SOLAR IMPROVEMENTS, HOME ENERGY RATING SYSTEM SCORE OF FIFTY OR
LESS, AND NEAR NET-ZERO ENERGY EFFICIENCY. THE OFFICE, IN
CONSULTATION WITH THE DIVISION, INDUSTRY EXPERTS, AND OTHER
STAKEHOLDERS, MAY DETERMINE OTHER OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADDITIONAL
INCENTIVES. IN ORDER TO IDENTIFY CERTAIN AREAS OF THE STATE
ELIGIBLE FOR ADDITIONAL CUMULATIVE INCENTIVES PURSUANT TO THIS SUBSECTION (4)(b)(II), THE OFFICE MAY CONSIDER WHETHER THE AREA HAS LIMITED ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY OR INADEQUATE OR POOR-QUALITY HOUSING, WHETHER THE AREA HAS A LACK OF HOUSING INVENTORY, ESPECIALLY WORKFORCE HOUSING, DUE TO POPULATION MIGRATION FROM URBAN AREAS, AND OTHER RELEVANT DATA AS DETERMINED BY THE OFFICE.

(III) AN INNOVATIVE HOUSING BUSINESS IS NOT ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE ANY GRANT FOR PERFORMANCE-BASED, PER-UNIT INCENTIVES SET FORTH IN THIS SUBSECTION (4)(b) FOR UNITS INSTALLED IN A MOBILE HOME PARK, AS DEFINED IN SECTION 38-12-201.5 (6), THAT IS OWNED BY A FOR-PROFIT ENTITY OR FOR-PROFIT INDIVIDUALS.

(c) (I) THE OFFICE MAY AWARD LOANS TO FUND A NEW PRIVATELY OWNED HOUSING FACTORY OR THE EXPANSION OF AN EXISTING PRIVATELY OWNED HOUSING FACTORY LOCATED IN THE STATE BY AN INNOVATIVE HOUSING BUSINESS THAT PRODUCES A PERCENTAGE OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING UNITS THAT ARE INSTALLED IN THE STATE. THE OFFICE MAY ESTABLISH LOANS, OR A PORTION OF LOANS, AWARDED THROUGH THE PROGRAM AS REVOLVING LOANS.

(II) IN CONSULTATION WITH THE DIVISION, THE OFFICE SHALL:

(A) ESTABLISH A FAIR AND RIGOROUS OPEN COMPETITION PROCESS AMONG ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS TO AWARD LOANS; AND

(B) REVIEW LOAN APPLICATIONS AND THE APPROVAL OF LOAN AWARDS, WHICH MAY INCLUDE NEGOTIATIONS WITH AN APPLICANT.

(III) PARAMETERS AND ELIGIBILITY TO BE CONSIDERED FOR A LOAN UNDER THE PROGRAM MAY INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO:

(A) AN APPLICANT'S WILLINGNESS TO DEDICATE A PORTION OF ITS
PRODUCTION FOR PURCHASE BY NONPROFIT OR PUBLIC HOUSING AGENCIES AT A REDUCED PRICE OR MARGIN OR A PORTION OF ITS PRODUCTION FOR PURCHASE BY INDIVIDUALS OR ORGANIZATIONS PROVIDING AFFORDABLE HOME OWNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES, INCLUDING OPPORTUNITIES THAT PROMOTE LONG-TERM AFFORDABILITY;

(B) An applicant’s operational capability and financial viability and sustainability;

(C) The level of subsidy required by the applicant in the interest rate structure, the degree to which the loan is forgivable, position in the capital stack, or other terms of the loan;

(D) An applicant’s commitment to production of affordable housing units within the proposed factory;

(E) The economic impact of the proposed factory in the community where it will be located, including job creation; or

(F) An applicant’s commitment to production of energy efficient units within the proposed factory.

(IV) The office and the division shall collaborate on reviewing loan applications and the approval of loan awards. In connection with the review of loan applications and awards, the office shall solicit input from a stakeholder group that includes representatives from the office, the division, geographically diverse industry experts, affordable housing experts, and other relevant stakeholders.

(V) The office may contract with a third-party entity, such as the Colorado Housing and Finance Authority created in section 29-4-704 (1), to administer program loans. If the office
CONTRACTS WITH THE COLORADO HOUSING AND FINANCE AUTHORITY, THE OFFICE MAY DO SO WITHOUT A COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT PROCESS. LOAN TERMS AND AGREEMENTS SHALL BE SET BY THE THIRD-PARTY ENTITY IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE TERMS AGREED TO IN THE LOAN APPLICATION REVIEW AND NEGOTIATION PROCESS.

(5) (a) THE INNOVATIVE HOUSING INCENTIVE PROGRAM FUND IS HEREBY CREATED IN THE STATE TREASURY. THE FUND CONSISTS OF MONEY TRANSFERRED TO THE FUND IN ACCORDANCE WITH SUBSECTION (5)(e) OF THIS SECTION, ANY OTHER MONEY THAT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY APPROPRIATES OR TRANSFERS TO THE FUND, AND ANY GIFTS, GRANTS, OR DONATIONS CREDITED TO THE FUND PURSUANT TO SUBSECTION (5)(b) OF THIS SECTION.

(b) THE OFFICE MAY SEEK, ACCEPT, AND EXPEND GIFTS, GRANTS, OR DONATIONS FROM PRIVATE OR PUBLIC SOURCES FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS SECTION. THE OFFICE SHALL TRANSMIT ALL MONEY RECEIVED THROUGH GIFTS, GRANTS, OR DONATIONS TO THE STATE TREASURER, WHO SHALL CREDIT THE MONEY TO THE FUND.

(c) THE STATE TREASURER SHALL CREDIT ALL INTEREST AND INCOME DERIVED FROM THE DEPOSIT AND INVESTMENT OF MONEY IN THE FUND TO THE FUND.

(d) MONEY IN THE FUND IS CONTINUOUSLY APPROPRIATED TO THE OFFICE FOR PURPOSES SPECIFIED IN THIS SECTION. THE OFFICE MAY EXPEND UP TO TWO PERCENT OF THE MONEY TRANSFERRED TO THE FUND PURSUANT TO SUBSECTION (5)(e) OF THIS SECTION ON AN ANNUAL BASIS TO PAY FOR ITS DIRECT AND INDIRECT COSTS IN IMPLEMENTING AND ADMINISTERING THIS SECTION.

(e) ON JULY 1, 2022, THE STATE TREASURER SHALL TRANSFER
FORTY MILLION DOLLARS OF MONEY FROM THE AFFORDABLE HOUSING AND
HOME OWNERSHIP CASH FUND, created in section 24-75-229(3)(a),
that originates from the general fund to the fund.

(6) (a) On or before September 1, 2022, and on or before
September 1 of each year thereafter, innovative housing
businesses participating in the program shall provide an annual
report to the office. The report shall include:

(I) The number of units the innovative housing business
built in the year;

(II) The number of units built by the innovative housing
business and installed in the state;

(III) The number of net new jobs in the state created by the
innovative housing business; and

(IV) Any other information required or requested by the
office.

(b) On or before November 1, 2022, and on or before
November 1 of each year thereafter, the office shall submit a
report detailing the expenditure of money from the fund to the
general assembly. At a minimum, the report must include
information for the past fiscal year concerning:

(I) The number of innovative housing businesses applying
to the program;

(II) The percentage of applicants funded and average rate
of funding under the program, including detail on what type of
housing the innovative housing businesses that receive funding
manufacture; and

(III) The geographic distribution of the applicants for and
RECIPIENTS OF GRANTS AND LOANS.

(c) NOTWITHSTANDING THE REQUIREMENT IN SECTION 24-1-136 (11)(a)(I), THE REQUIREMENT TO SUBMIT THE REPORTS REQUIRED IN THIS SUBSECTION (6) CONTINUES INDEFINITELY.

SECTION 2. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds, determines, and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety.